
Maximizer Series tires are guaranteed �at proof!  Yet, 
they o�er a soft and pleasant ride. A computer designed 
array of two rows of deep cushioning holes in the 
sidewall optimizes �exibility while the tough, tear 
resistant rubber compound can handle the most severe 
job conditions. No more downtime due to tire punctures, 
or operator fatigue due to rough solid tires. Welcome to 
the �at-free air-cushioned world of Maximizer!

 • Flat-Proof
Eliminate downtime from �at tires once and for all! Get more work done 
on time without annoying interruptions for tire repairs and costly delays.

 • Air Cushioned
Maximizer tires provide an air-cushioned ride, resulting in reduced 
operator fatigue and less stress for the machine. Unlike foam-�lled, solid 
or tires with a single row of sidewall holes, Maximizer tires feature a 
double line of extra deep cushioning holes for the optimal shock 
absorption. Don’t be fooled by tires with fewer or shallower sidewall 
holes, since you may be paying for a visual e�ect with very minimum 
cushioning properties.

 • Durable
Maximizer tires are as durable as solid tires and will take you through the 
worst surface conditions. The sidewalls are highly elastic while the tread 
surface is composed of tough, tear resistant rubber. Special compound 
additives prevent premature aging and cracking. Maximizer tires are built 
to outlast most pneumatic tires by 3 to 4 times.

 • Deep Tread
Maximizer tires have a 180% deeper tread than the standard pneumatic 
tire and a directional lug pattern for improved traction, stability, and 
longevity.

 • Sizes Available
Maximizer tires are available in various sizes and bolt lug patterns to �t a 
wide range of equipment makes and models.

• High Load Capacity
Up to 30% greater load capacity! That’s what you get when you combine 
the best rubber compounds, semi-pneumatic technology and a heavy 
duty steel rim.

• O�set Rims
Maximizer tires come with o�set rims to allow you to alternate tires and 
change the total width of your machine. This comes in handy when you 
need extra stability or you need to operate in tight spaces.

• Rimless Option
If you already have your compatible solid tire rims, you can save money by 
ordering your next set of Maximizer tires without rims.

• Easy to Install
Maximizer tires are already rim mountd & easy to install. No foam filling 
or other “work-arounds” here. Just bolt them on and you are ready to go.

• Attachment Friendly
There are many attachments out there, and some of them are a nightmare 
for tires. But with Maximizer tires you are trouble-free. Like all Maximizer 
products, the tires are designed to work with most attachments in the 
industry.

• OTT Friendly
Maximizer tires are designed to work with Maximizer over-the-tire tracks. 
Combine Maximizer tires with Maximizer OTT and you will get a �at proof 
skid-steer loader with superior traction and �oatation capabilities!

Maximize Your Machine!™
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